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Castaway cay weather november

This was my first cruise type cruise other than a 1 day Channel Crossing that we tagged on a 2 week Disney Holiday this December. We booked the 3 day cruise from Port Canaveral to Nassau and Castaway Cay.Now I'm not an experienced sailor or anything, but how nice the Disney Wonder look was next to the hosts of other ships. My god. And the interior was just as impressive. Somehow Disney
managed to get that character experience that makes everything Disney so famous, without losing the glamour that many movies seem to make you wait when you sail on the high seas. There is so much to do on the boat that you could probably spend a good 3 days without ever leaving the ship. It's a must take a look at the shows in the Walt Disney theater. Now I'm not one for musicals in general, but
Disney ones, live, like this are really good entertainment. There's the Buena Vista Theatre which is a cinema that shows pretty new Disney movies and some in 3D as well, which is really great. There are sports on the upper deck that seem to keep many children happy, and also special areas for all children and teenagers. There seems to be plenty of space for adults too with a separate pool and bar area.
There are 3 restaurants that you'll have to dine on every night of your cruise. Your waiting staff stays with you in theory, so they will get to know you and hopefully get used to what you like etc. We had some really good staff who took care of us, even when we had to skip dinner the first night due to seasickness, the head server sent all our food to our room which was excellent of her. Just be aware that if
you are a couple it is likely that you will have to present a share. I didn't place any table for 2 and we were on a table with 2 other couples who didn't know each other. It's not a big deal unless you like to keep yourself to yourself, which may or may not be a factor to consider. We also ate at Palos, the only Italian adult restaurant on top of the ship. I must admit this was one of the best meals I've ever eaten,
one of the best dining experiences I've had in my life so far, and it was a lot to do with amazing waiting staff members and my lovely wife, thank you. The stop we had in Nassau was quite good and we paid for a tour of nassau city from one of the touts to carnival village in the port area. We had a guide to get us by car around all the main sites in the city, the forts, the Atlantis Hotel and even the slum areas
to give us a good idea of what Nassua is. It is worth taking a 2 hour trip and also quite cheap, only $22 each, which will have been much more if paid on the boat. Disney offers lots of excursions that will all be well organized and worth doing if you're planning on going out to Nassau and checking it out. Grab a beer in the harbor and take a walk around the straw market. What a laugh that place is. Not so
much if you don't know how to handle a little bit of sales, but you don't have to buy anything and battering can be done by what I understand. Make fun of it, they'il all be glad you did. We were supposed to stop at Castaway Cay for day 2, but hearts were breaking as the captain struggled to reverse the boat into port on 4 occasions in both morning and afternoon. I stood with a tear in my eyes, waving the
flying Dutchman from the back of the boar as he sailed to the open water to spend the day at sea. Oh well, he passed the cup of beer up and back to sunbathing alone, so life isn't that bad, huh? Seriously, though, this should be the highlight of the trip and from what I've read and listened to, this is an ace vacation for kids and adults. That just means we have to go on another Disney Cruise to get there,
damn it. Lol.La boat has all the facilities you need for a pleasant and relaxing few days at sea. The food is good, we had excellent service, our room was modest but sumptuous especially by the lowest standard, so the cabins at higher prices must be absolutely brilliant and we enjoyed the characters, themes, restaurants, entertainment, weather, everything. I just wish I'd come to the beach that day. Take a
bash, don't let the cruise snobs send you back. We went as a couple and found that the boat gave us more than we needed to be happy, and it's nice to have kids laughing around you sometimes, it takes you back to when you were like that huh? Cay sea surface temperature shipwrecked in autumn Long-term water temperature forecasts tend to be misleading. So instead, you can use our extensive
historical data to control the water temperature in Castaway Cay in November over the past decade. Compare two years using the following chart. As a result, you will be able to get a fairly accurate idea of the average water temperature in November. You can choose units of measurement for data visualization: in Celsius or FahrenheitIt is warm enough to swim at Castaway Cay in November? The average
water temperature at Castaway Cay in November is 26.5°C/79.7°F and therefore suitable for comfortable swimming. Castaway Cay's hottest sea in November is 28.6°C/83.5°F, and the coldest sea temperature in November is 24.4°C/75.9°F. Current water temperatures Castaway Cay Day of the month Year 2020 Year 2019 1 November28.6°C/83.5°F28.2°C/82.8°F2 November28.3°C/82.9°F28.4°C/83.1°F3
November27.9°C/82.2°F28.2°C/82.8°F4 November27.7°C/81.9°F28.2°C/82.8°F5 November27.6°C/81.7°F28.3°C/82.9°F6 November27.5°C/81.5°F28°C/82.4°F7 November27.7°C/81.9°F28.1°C/82.6°F8 November27.5°C/81.5°F28.3°C/82.9°F9 November27.2°C/81°F27.6°C/81.7°F10 November27.6°C/81.7°F27.7°C/81.9°F11 November27.5°C/81.5°F27.5°C/81.5°F12 November27.7C/81.9-F27.8C/82-F14
November27.4C/81.3-F27.5-C/8 1.5-F15 November27.5C/81.5-F27.8C/82C F16 November27.6C/81.7F 7.7C/81.9-F17 November27.4C/81.3-F27.3C/81.1-F18 November26.9 C/80.4-F27.2C/81-F19 November26.9C/80.4-F27.2C/81-F19 November27.1°C/80.8°F27.2°C/81°F21 November27.1°C/80.8°F27°C/80.6°F22 November27°C/80.6°F26,6°C/79.9°F23 November26,9°C /80.4°F26,4°C/79.5°F24
November26.5°C/79.7°F26,7°C/80.1°F25 November26,6°C/79.9°F26,3°C/79,3°F26 November 26.26.1 6°C/79.9°F26.2°C/79.2°F27 November26°C/78.8°F26,1°C/79°F28 November26.5°C/79.7°F26,1°C/79°F29 November26,3°C/79.3°F26.1°C/79°F30 November26.6°C/79.9°F25.8°C/78.4°F Is it also possible to view water temperature information for other monthsJust
FebruaryMarcobreMaiogiuniAugustSeptemberSubbrembre The sea is warm in the West End in November? Can you swim in November at Marsh Harbour? What is the sea temperature in November at CocoCay? Photo Gallery Castaway CayYye you have interesting photos of this place, you can upload them here. The photos will be available to all users after verification by the moderator. Our report for
Castaway Cay is compiled using satellite data along with in situ observations to get the most reliable daily data on sea surface temperatures, water temperatures, surf forecasts, current temperatures and weather forecasts. THIS POST MAY CONTAIN COMPENSATED LINKS. READ MORE ABOUT MY DISCLOSURE PAGE Do you want to know more about Castaway Cay's time? If you're sailing on a
Disney cruise to the Bahamas or caribbean, chances are one of your ports will stop on Disney's private island, Castaway Cay.Il Castaway Cay time is consistently good year-round. Being an island in the Bahamas means it has good weather most of the time! CASTAWAY CAY, BAHAMAS – January 29, 2013 - Pelican Plunge water slides in Castaway Cay, Disney Cruise Private Island. Here's a summary of
the time you can expect at Disney's Castaway Cay. All figures are average and temperatures are in degrees Fahrenheit.MonthJanFebMarchMarchAprilMayJuneJulyAugSeptOctNovDecDaily Average696971.574.57881.583.583.5838278.574.570.5 High averagedaily7474778083868888888848076 Relatively low average646466697377797877736965 Temporary oceas
average737375798182828282817975Rain (inches) Average2.32.32.62.15.15.66.55.68.19.96.73.43Days of rain867810101517191715108It is very clear to see a model with time in Castaway Cay. The hottest months range from June to September. These are also the most popular months as they coincide with school breaks. The downside of visiting Castaway Cay in the summer months is that you're more
likely to experience precipitation. However, rain showers usually clear up very quickly. In addition to the air temperature, the thing you really want to know is what the ocean temperature will be on Castaway Cay. Being in the ocean is a huge part of the experience and can be disappointing if the water is cooler than you expect. As you can see from the chart, the coldest months are December, January, and
February. Not only for air temperature, but of course also for the ocean. You may find that it's a bit cold to go into the water. It really depends on your level of tolerance. I'm English, so the cold doesn't bother me anyway. However, my partner partner from Cuba and definitely prefers summer temperatures! One thing you really need to be careful about is any time of year, be very vigilant and frequently use
and reapply reef friendly sunscreen. Sunburn isn't really the memory you want of your time on Castaway Cay. It can happen very quickly, so always make sure you keep reapplying sunscreen for you and your kids. Every time you visit Disney's private island, it's an amazing experience. Here's a great video of one of our favorite Vloggers, Michael Kay. This video gives a great impression of some of the things
the island has to offer including some of Castaway Cay's activities parasailing and renting a jet ski. Castaway Cay weather forecast If you want castaway Cay's current weather forecast, there are a couple of resources we use:The Weather Channel has both short- and long-term Castaway Cay weather forecasts. It is in a very easy to understand format and is our favorite site. AccuWeather Online also has
short- and long-term forecasts. This site is good if you want to look at historical data as well, which can give you a good indication of what time might be like for your Disney cruise. Navigating the first hurricane season that's always a consideration when you're thinking about booking a cruise to the Bahamas and caribbean are hurricanes. Unfortunately, they are the reality of navigation in that part of the
world. Hurricane season runs officially from June 1 to November 30 each year. However, while you should be aware that hurricanes can definitely affect your cruise, you shouldn't really let yourself be put off booking a cruise during hurricane season. The key is to be prepared. Always browse with travel insurance. It's rare, but things can happen and you have to make sure you're covered if they do. Cruise
ships are very well prepared for hurricanes. Modern cruise ships have very sophisticated technology and are well aware well in advance of the path of a hurricane. They are able to navigate to safety, far from the hurricane. St Johns, Antigua - January 15, 2016: Disney Wonder cruise ship docked at seaport over cloudy skies. Disney cruise line. Summer holidays and recreation on a cruise ship. transport of
cruise ships. Hurricanes tend to move quite slowly, usually at a rate of no more than 10 knots. Cruise ships can sail much faster with a top speed of 24 knots, so they can usually sail fast enough to get out of the way. You can experience rough seas at any time of the year. It is always advisable to bring with you a remedy for seasickness. Here are some tips to avoid being seasickness on a cruise. I sailed
during hurricane season times, and ironically the only time my cruise was affected was when I was cruising from San Diego. Hurricanes on the west coast are not as common as they are in the Bahamas and caribbean, but sometimes they can happen. However, this time we had to sail a long way to the sea to avoid not but the path of two hurricanes. The seas were rough, but the skill of Captain Disney and
his crew meant that we mostly avoided any rough seas. We missed two port stops though. Often when there is a hurricane in the area a ship will have to change course, so you have to be ready to skip a few port stops at times. This includes Castaway Cay. Sometimes the ship is unable to dock at Castaway Cay. Although there is a purpose-built pier in Castaway Cay, sometimes the captain makes the
decision that it would not be safe to dock, if the weather conditions make it less than ideal. All cruise captains and crew have passenger safety in mind as a top priority. It can be very disappointing if you don't dock at Castaway Cay due to the weather, but make sure the captain is just keeping you safe. Have you ever visited Castaway Cay and the weather wasn't great? Will weather forecast affect when you
book a Disney Cruise? Join my Disney Cruise Facebook group for tips and giveaways
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